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Abstract: Software quality is a major concern in software engineering, particularly when we are dealing 

with software services that must be available 24 hours a day, please the customer and be kept permanently. 

In software engineering, requirements management is one of the most important tasks that can influence 

the success of a software project. Maintain traceability information is a fundamental aspect in software 

engineering and can facilitate the process of software development and maintenance. This information can 

be used to support various activities such as analyzing the impact of changes and software verification and 

validation. However, traceability techniques are mainly used between requirements and software test cases. 

This paper presents a prototype of a tool that supports the mapping of functional requirements with the 

pages and HTML elements of a web site. This tool helps maintaining requirements traceability information 

updated and, ultimately, increasing the efficiency of requirements change management, which may 

contribute to the overall quality of the software service. 
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1. Introduction 

Requirements Engineering (RE) is related to the process of eliciting requirements and needs and 

developing them into a detailed, agreed requirements documented and specified in such a way that they can 

serve as the basis for all other development activities [1]. It is estimated that 56 percent of the discovered 

errors typically found in a project are related to the requirements specification [2]. Reducing this type of 

errors is the single most effective action developers can take to improve project outcomes.  

Traditionally, most RE tasks, including the requirements elicitation, are carried out in the beginning of the 

system development lifecycle [3]. However, when the software application is a service provided continually 

over time, as are web applications and services, requirements may change or new requirements may come 

up for several reasons, for instance, new laws, new needs, etc. So, being able to maintain requirements 

updated over time may be a challenge.  

Keep traceability information between software artifacts and requirements may be useful to evaluate the 

impact of change requests and help maintenance activities. Software traceability has been increasingly 

recognized as an important quality of a well-engineered software system [4]. It is defined by the Center of 

Excellence for Software and Systems Traceability (CoEST) as the ability to interrelate any uniquely 

identifiable software engineering artifact to any other, maintain required links over time, and use the resulting 
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network to answer questions of both the software product and its development process [5]. Specifically, 

requirements traceability has been demonstrated to be an important contribute to organizations that make 

proper use of traceability techniques [6].  

Despite the benefits resulting from the use of requirements traceability techniques, the poor tool support 

is perhaps the biggest challenge to its implementation [6], [7]. Furthermore, the use of requirements 

traceability tools is just used for about 50% of the software engineering industry [8]. One of the main 

reasons for this low rate is because, in the existing requirement management tools, it exists poor support 

for traceability and tools are inadequate for the needs of the software engineering industry [9]. Kannenberg 

and Saiedian [6] states that creating cost-effective requirements traceability tools would serve to greatly 

improve the practice of traceability in the software engineering industry. In addition, Di and Zhang [10] 

stated that the recovering traceability links between requirement and other artifacts is not yet well 

investigated and there is a stringent need for an automatic tracing method to trace high-level requirements 

to other software artifacts which are expressed in natural language and may evolve autonomously. 

Moreover, these techniques are used mainly between requirements and software test cases and the majority 

of these tools are unable to automatically generate and maintain traceability relationships [11].  

Thus, the goal of this work is to develop a new approach and tool for requirements management based on 

traceability. The tool maps the functional requirements with the implemented functionalities (pages and 

HTML elements) of the website under analysis. The mapping information will help increasing the efficiency 

of the requirements change management process, based on requirements traceability, which may 

contribute to the overall quality of the service provided. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: next Section presents an overview of requirements 

engineering and the requirements traceability task with the existing tools. Section 3 gives an overview of 

our approach and presents the developed tool to help the process of requirements traceability. Related 

work is discussed in Section 4 and conclusions and future directions are presented in Section 5. 

2. Background 

Requirements Engineering (RE), also called requirements analysis, is the process of determining the 

necessary conditions for a new or modified software product. Zave [12] defines RE as the branch of 

software engineering concerned with the real-world goals for functions and constraints on software 

systems. It is also concerned with the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of software 

behavior, and to their evolution over time and across software families.  

RE is an iterative process in which activities are interleaved. The processes used for RE depend on the 

application field and on the organization developing the requirements. However, there are some general 

activities [13] common to all processes: elicitation and specification; validation; and management.  

The requirements elicitation, sometimes also called requirements discovery, is the process of discovering, 

reviewing, documenting, and understanding the stakeholder’s (e.g., end-users, managers, domain experts) 

needs and constraints for the system. Requirements specification is the process of documenting the 

stakeholder's needs and constraints clearly and precisely. It is necessary to describe fully what the 

application will do and how it is expected to perform. Requirements validation is an iterative process of 

ensuring that the system requirements are complete, correct, consistent, clear, feasible, necessary, 

prioritized, unambiguous and verifiable. There are some validation techniques like requirement reviews, 

prototyping and test-case generation. Requirements Management (RM) can be described as the process of 

managing changing requirements during the requirements engineering process and system development 

[14]. 

 During the development of a system, and also after deployment, new requirements emerge and it is 
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necessary to keep track of them. In the last years, RM is increasingly recognized as crucial [15], due to the 

needing of writing requirements readable and traceable, in order to manage their evolution over time.  

There are three areas related to requirements management [16]: change management; requirements 

attributes; requirements traceability. Change management describes the procedures and tasks needed to be 

followed when analyzing a requirements change. Sommerville [14] proposed a workflow process to change 

management. It starts with problem analysis during which problems are discussed and changes are 

proposed. Then, changes and their impact are analyzed. Finally, the changes are implemented and 

documents are modified to reflect the changes. In the last years, RM is increasingly recognized as crucial 

[15], due to the needing of writing requirements readable and traceable, in order to manage their evolution 

over time. The requirements evolution consists in the changes made to the requirements after the initial 

deploy of the requirements specification document [17]. A software requirements specification evolve when 

a system adjustment is performed, its behavior changes and it is necessary to change some of the 

requirements initially specified. 

Software traceability is recognized as a critical success factor in software development [18] and has been 

recognized as an important quality of a well-engineered software system [19]. Requirements traceability 

has been demonstrated to provide many benefits to organizations that make proper use of traceability 

techniques [6]. Requirements traceability is the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in 

both a forward and backward direction [19]. The objective of forward traceability is to ensure that each 

requirement is implemented in the product and that each requirement is thoroughly tested [20]. Backward 

traceability can verify that the requirements have been kept current with the design, code, and tests [20]. 

The most used method for tracing requirements to their outcomes is a Requirements Traceability Matrix 

(RTM).  

A RTM is defined as a table that illustrates logical links between individual functional requirements and 

other system artifacts [21]. However, manual traceability methods may not be feasible because traceability 

links that need to be captured grows exponentially with the size and complexity of the software system 

[22].  

Requirements Traceability is also an important methodology during the maintenance phase because the 

initially defined requirements often change during the lifecycle of the project and it is very important to 

assess the impact of those changes. Traceability allows to determine what requirement, test cases or other 

artifacts need to be changed and can also determinate the costs and risks associated with that change. 

Sherba [23] added another question that a traceability approach should also answer: how traceability 

relations are going to be viewed and queried.  

Traceability analysis is related to the process of tracking forward or backward through a network of 

interrelationships between components of a system and its documentation (Table 1). The approach 

proposed in this paper addresses these questions to support efficiently the requirements management 

activity. 

 

Table 1. An example of a Requirements Traceability Matrix [6] 

System 

Requirement 

Software Requirement Design Element Code Module Test Case 

A005-00150-80-0505 005-00150-80-0112 Airspeed Calculation Calculate_airspeed() Tc_103.doc 

A005-00150-80-0506 005-00150-80-0234 Airspeed Display Display_airspeed() Tc_125.doc 

 

3. Our Approach 

This section describes the proposed approach and tool for managing software requirements of a web 
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application. The main idea is to trace functional requirements with the implementation artifacts like 

webpages and HTML elements and controls. Identifiers for each traceability element such as requirement 

identifiers, web page URL and HTML element identifiers are stored within the database.  

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the proposed solution. The tool runs through a bookmarklet and runs on any 

web browser. This allows the traceability tool to work with any available website. To develop a tool for the 

proposed traceability approach we needed to divide the project in three different tasks: 

 Identify the information to be captured and traced 

 Identify how this information is captured and managed in the database 

 Create the tool itself with the different traceability views and functionalities to analyze the traced 

requirements with the implementation artifacts. 

 
Fig. 1. Functional requirements mapped with the HTML elements and web pages. 

 

The first task toward the development of the tool was to identify the information that will be traced. Since 

we are analyzing the functional requirements of a web application, the traceability information necessary is 

the set of functional requirements, and the webpages and HTML elements and controls. 

The next task was to identify how the information of the functional requirements and webpages would be 

captured. Firstly, to fulfill this task, the functional requirements of the website under analysis are mapped 

with the web pages and HTML elements present in the website. 

 
Fig. 2. XSD Schema Diagram of the XML file necessary to import the functional requirements. 

 

The mapping may be established between a single requirement and a web page, but it can also be the 

relation between a sequence of different webpages or HTML/elements and a requirement. With this 

traceability tool it is possible to map a requirement to multiple implementation artifacts and an artifact to 

multiple requirements. To perform this mapping, an XML document is previously generated with the 

functional requirements defined in the requirements specification of the website. This XML Schema was 

created during this project and intends to ease the task of describing the functional requirements. This XML 

document must comply with the definitions of the XML Schema created for this purpose. The XML Schema 

Diagram is shown in Figure 2. We have chosen XML on this approach due to the fact that XML is the most 

widely used data-interchange language among different tools and applications. Nevertheless, this could be 

done with another data-interchange format like JSON. Then, this XML document with the functional 

requirements is imported to the system to be mapped. This mapping is established manually using a 

high-level mapping web tool included in the system. As Hayes and Dekk [24] stated, the human analyst is 

required as an active participant in the traceability process. 

This web tool can work with any web application or website since it was developed inside a bookmarklet 
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that works within any web browser. To use this bookmarklet, the user that wants to perform the mapping 

has to access a specific link where the tools is located or just can access it using a previous saved bookmark. 

To establish the mapping between requirements and the web elements, i.e. to create the traceability links 

the human interaction is needed. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Mapping tool inside a bookmarklet. 

 

A screenshot of this tool is shown in Fig. 3. The user must select (1) a requirement in a check box (where 

are all the functional requirements previously imported from the XML document), and point / click (2) on 

the page and/or HTML element that is related with this requirement. In the case of a requirement related to 

a sequence of webpages or HTML elements, the user has to select all that artifacts and map it with the 

requirement. Finally, by clicking on the button "Map it" (3) the tool will save the traceability link between 

the requirement and the webpage and / or HTML element. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Traceability matrix mapping requirements with the implementation of a website 

 

The association between the requirements and the web pages/HTML elements is stored in a MySQL 

database. 

Finally, the last task was to create the tool itself with the different traceability visualizations (e.g., Figure 4) 

and functionalities to analyze the traced requirements with the implementation artifacts. With the 

information of the traceability links and the functional requirements stored in the database, the tool will 

provide several reports of traceability visualization like a traceability matrix and lists with the tracing links 
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between the functional requirements and the implementation artifacts.  

This tool will be integrated in a recommender system under development called REQAnalytics that will 

use the information of this traceability links to assist in the task of requirements management in order to 

possible improve the quality of web applications. With the traceability information between functional 

requirements and implementation artifacts, this system is able to: 

 List the requirements analyzed with the respective mapping with the page and/or HTML element.  

 Generate different traceability views of the traceability links. 

 Help in the task of requirements management, which contributes to the quality of the website. 

4. Related Work 

Poor tool support is perhaps the biggest challenge to the implementation of traceability [6]. 

In a recent study, Li and Walid [25] found that matrices and graphs were preferred to support 

management tasks, while hyperlinks were preferred to support implementation and testing tasks. Matrices 

were found appropriate to gain an overview of the traceability, while graphs were found suited to 

navigating the resulting traces.  

There are several research and commercial tools, such as DOORS and Rational RequisitePro by IBM, and 

CaliberRM by Borland available that provide capabilities for documenting requirements, managing their 

changes and support traceability between artifacts. In other traceability approaches, there exit some work 

related to different tools and methodologies for requirements traceability. Saiedian [26] stated that existing 

traceability tools focus primarily on requirements traceability or traceability among the various artifacts of 

a software product, however, there is still an open issue in end-to-end traceability. For instance, Sherba and 

Anderson [23] proposed a traceability, which has an evolution service that analyzes the changes to a set of 

relationships over time. It analyzes existing links in different versions without evolving the links themselves. 

Huffman Hayes et al. [27] developed a traceability tool, called RETRO (Requirements Tracing On-target 

[20]), to trace requirements. RETRO implements both VSM and LSI for determining requirements similarity. 

Egyed and Grunbacher [28] presented a tool-supported technique easing trace acquisition by generating 

trace information automatically. Neumuller and Grunbacher [29] developed a traceability environment and 

introduced in a very small software company where they have found that comparably simple automation 

techniques are surprisingly effective. Cuddeback et al. [30] presented a framework for the study of analyst 

interaction with artifacts generated automatically during the tracing.  

Gotel and Finkelstein [19] detected that traceability methods were preferred in the industry due to 

shortcomings in available traceability tools. However, this problem still exists today because manual 

traceability methods are still preferred by a significant percentage of software organizations [6].  

Some research has also been done to investigate the methods to recovery traceability links between 

design and implementation. For instance, Egyed and Grunbacher [28] proposed a method to recover 

traceability links between requirements and Java programs by monitoring the Java programs to record the 

usage of the program classes when scenarios are executed. Despite this, the majority of the related 

techniques are used mainly between requirements and software test cases and the majority of these tools 

are unable to automatically generate and maintain traceability relationships [11]. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a tool to map the functional requirements of a software requirements 

specification of a website with its functionalities, through its webpages and HTML elements. This tool 

allows to identify traceability links between the functional requirements and the developed features of the 

website. 
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The presented methodology for requirements traceability and software requirements management can 

be applied in an evolutionary context that support and manage functional requirements during software 

lifetime. Moreover, these techniques are used commonly between requirements and software test cases and 

the majority of these tools are unable to automatically generate and maintain traceability relationships.  

In this paper we demonstrated that creating traceability links between functional requirements and 

implementation artifacts like web pages and HTML elements may provide a valuable help to the 

requirements maintenance of a website, since existing traceability methods like traceability matrices are 

also prone to errors and are vulnerable to changes in the system.  

This paper also presents a high-level mapping tool that through a web-based application, maps the 

functional requirements of the software requirements specification with the implemented functionalities 

(pages and HTML elements) of the website that contributes for diminishing the problem of poor tool 

support that is referred in several papers [6] [7]. Although we believe that our approach can be successfully 

applied to requirements traceability between functional requirements and implemented artifacts, is our 

intention to include this approach in a project that will enable a deeper analysis for example in the 

navigation paths and in the workflows of the website. 
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